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MARK PLAN AND EXAMINER’S COMMENTARY   
 
The marking plan set out below was that used to mark this question. Markers were encouraged to use 
discretion and to award partial marks where a point was either not explained fully or made by implication. 
More marks were available than could be awarded for each requirement. This allowed credit to be given for a 
variety of valid points which were made by candidates.  
 

Question 1 
 
Total Marks: 30 
 

General comments 
 
This was a six-part question which tested the candidates’ understanding of the risk management element 
of the syllabus. The scenario was that a UK company had a euro payment to make in four months time 
and it wished to hedge its foreign exchange rate risk. Also the company wished to hedge long-term 
borrowings by using an interest rate swap. 

 
(a) i The payment to be made in four months time on 30 September 2015 is €8,200,000 
 The four month forward exchange rate is €/£1.2763 (€1.2789 - €0.0026)  
 
The forward contract will result in a sterling payment of  £6,424,822  (€8,200,000/€1.2763)  
 
Using the money markets, Eurocycle will make an investment in euros, buy euros at the spot rate and 
borrow in sterling: 
 
Investment: €8,200,000/(1+0.029x4/12) = €8,121,492 
Buy euros spot: €8,121,492/€1.2789 = £6,350,373 
Borrow in sterling giving a total cost of: £6,350,373 x (1+0.04x4/12) = £6,435,045 
(An effective rate of €/£1.2743 (8,200,000/6,435,046)) 
 
The forward contract results in a lower sterling cost for the euro payment in four months time and is 
therefore preferable. 
Additional comments that students may mention are that a forward contract is less complex and require 
less management time than a money market hedge.  

 

Well answered by many candidates, however, some students wasted a lot of time by giving lengthy 
explanations of the techniques, which was not required. It was disappointing to note the following common 
errors on what should have been very straightforward, well rehearsed, calculations which have been 
examined many times before: choosing the incorrect exchange rate; adding premiums to the spot rate 
rather than deducting; choosing the incorrect interest rates and spot rate for the money market hedge.  
It was interesting to note that when giving advice, even though the forward contract resulted in the 
cheaper sterling payment, some students recommended the more expensive money market hedge! Very 
few students gave any reason, other than cost, as to why a particular technique should be chosen. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
7 

7 

 
 
(a) ii The estimated future spot exchange rate of €/£1.2783 is more attractive than the forward rate of 

€/£1.2763 and the effective rate achieved through a money market hedge of €/£1.2743 It would 
therefore appear that the company should not hedge the currency exposure and would be better off 
waiting to convert the euro payment at the future spot rate (€8,200,000/1.2783 = £6,414,770). 

 
However, Eurocycle should consider whether the foreign currency dealer has private information that is 
not reflected in the current market rates and why he is willing to share this with the company.   
 
Without private information it would, in general, be difficult to outperform the foreign exchange market as 
the forward rate is an unbiased estimate of the future spot ie on average it is correct. 
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Not well answered by the majority of students, with few giving a reasonable explanation of why the 
currency dealer’s estimate of the future spot rate might be inaccurate. The team had set this requirement 
before, so this was disappointing. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
5 
5 

 
(a) iii A currency option contract gives the holder the right but not the obligation to buy or sell currency at 

an exchange rate agreed now for delivery in the future. However there will be a cost for this in the 
form of the option premium.  The option allows Eurocycle to take advantage of upside potential 
whilst protecting downside risk. 

 
Eurocycle will use a put option to sell sterling for euros at the exercise price of €/£1.2765. 
 
The option premium will be payable on 31 May 2015 and the total cost together with interest thereon will 
be: Premium: €8,200,000 x £0.001 =  £8,200 
Total cost with interest: £8,200 x (1+0.04x4/12) = £8,309 
 
If the spot rate on 30 September 2015 is in line with forward market expectations at €/£1.2763 Eurocycle 
would exercise the put options which would result in a sterling cost of: 
(€8,200,000/€1.2765) + £8,309 = £6,432,124 
 
If the spot rate on 30 September 2015 is in line with the currency dealer’s estimate at €/£1.2783 Eurocycle 
would let the options lapse which would result in a sterling cost of: 
(€8,200,000/€1.2783) + £8,309 = £6,423,079 

 

Responses to this part of the question were mixed and, despite comments in previous reports, many 
students were making very basic errors, such as: treating an over the counter option like a traded option; 
inventing a contract size for an OTC option; treating the option premium, which was payable in sterling, as 
a payment in euros and converting it to sterling; omission of the interest cost of paying the option premium 
upfront (despite a clear signal in the question that this was required using an agreed form of words 
requested by the tutors); confusion of calls and puts, even when the questions stated that calls were to 
buy £ and puts were to sell £. Few students explained the advantages and disadvantages of using 
options. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
8 
8 

 
(b) i First it is necessary to calculate the interest rate differentials: 
 
 Eurocycle Netfix Differentials 
Fixed rates 7% 5.5% 1.5% 
Floating rates LIBOR + 5% LIBOR + 4% 1.0% 
 Net differential 0.5% 
 This net differential will be shared 0.25% each 

 
The interest rates that can be achieved through the swap are: 
 
 Eurocycle Netfix 
Fixed market rate  7% ---- 
Floating market rate  ---- LIBOR + 4% 
Less the differential 0.25% 0.25% 
Rates achieved through the swap 6.75% LIBOR + 3.75% 

 
Cash flows would typically be: LIBOR from Netfix to Eurocycle and fixed of 1.75% from Eurocycle to 
Netfix 

 
Well answered by many students however it was very difficult to follow the computations which were 
provided in some answers. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
4 
4 
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(b) ii On its floating rate borrowings Eurocycle is currently paying 5.70% pa (0.70% + 5.00%). Through 

the swap Eurocycle will be paying a fixed rate of 6.75% pa.  The initial difference in interest rates is 
1.05% pa (6.75% - 5.70%).  

 
For the swap to breakeven for Eurocycle LIBOR would have to rise by 1.05% pa to 1.75% pa (1.05% + 
0.70%)  

 

Well answered by many students however a number of responses failed to explain the minimum amount 
by which LIBOR would have to rise, in interest rate terms, for the swap to breakeven. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
2 
2 

 
 
(b) iii The advantages to Eurocycle of an interest rate swap include:  
 

 The arrangement costs are significantly less than terminating an existing loan and taking out a new 
one. 

 Interest rate savings are possible either out of the counterparty or out of the loan markets by using 
the principle of comparative advantage. 

 They are available for longer periods than the short-term methods of hedging such as FRAs, 
futures and options. 

 They are flexible since they can be arranged for tailor-made amounts and periods.  Also they are 
reversible.  

 Obtaining the type of interest rate, fixed or floating, that the company wants. 

 Swapping to a fixed interest rate for Eurocycle will assist in cash flow planning. 

 
Well answered by many students, however some of the advantages suggested were not applicable to 
interest rate swaps. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
6 
4 
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Question 2 
 
Total Marks: 35 
 

General comments 
 
This was a six-part question that tested the candidates’ understanding of the investment decisions element 
of the syllabus. The scenario of the question was that a company is expanding its operations by diversifying 
and opening a new entertainment facility. 

(a)  

 

£ millions t0 t1 t2 t3 t4 

      Contribution 
 

134.64 144.91 155.96 167.85 

Fixed Costs 
 

(90.00) (93.60) (97.34) (101.23) 

Operating cash flows 
 

44.64 51.31 58.62 66.62 

Tax 21% 
 

(9.37) (10.78) (12.31) (13.99) 

After tax operating cash flows 
 

35.27 40.53 46.31 52.63 

Property, plant and equipment  (500.00) 
   

120.00 

Land (40.00) 
   

80.00 

Tax saved on Ca’s 18.90 15.50 12.71 10.42 22.27 

Working Capital (35.00) (2.67) (2.87) (3.09) 43.63 

Continuing value 
    

473.67 

Net cash flows (556.10) 48.10 50.37 53.64 792.20 

PV factors at 10% 1.00 0.91 0.83 0.75 0.68 

Present value (556.10) 43.72 41.61 40.28 541.07 
NPV 
Positive NPV, therefore accept 

110.58 
 

     
Note: If the resale value of the land is not included marks will still be awarded on the basis that there is 
a continuing value and therefore the same site, and therefore land, will not be replaced.   

 Expected sales and contribution 

Probability 
(p) 

Visitors 
 million 

Sales  
£ million 

   p x     
Sales 

£ million 

0.5 12 408 204.00 

0.3 9 306 91.80 

0.2 6 204 40.80 

Expected Sales     9.9m x  £34 = 336.60 

 
Sales revenue is £34 per visitor. 
For stating that the market research of £100,000 should not be included as it is a sunk cost 
 
Contribution in year 1 = £336.6 x 0.40 = £134.64 million. 
Contribution in year 2 = £134.64 x 1.05 x 1.025 = £144.91 million 
Contribution in year 3 = £144.91 x 1.05 x 1.025 = £155.96 million 
Contribution in year 4 = £155.96 x 1.05 x 1.025 = £167.85 million 
 
Continuing value= 52.63 x 9 = £473.67 million 
 
Working capital 
Year 1 = (-35 x 1.05 x 1.025) – 35 = £-2.67 million 
Year 2 = (-37.67 x 1.05 x 1.025)- 37.67 = £-2.87 million 
Year 3 = (-40.54 x 1.05 x 1.025) – 40.54 = £-3.09 million 
Year 4 = 40.54 + 3.09 = £43.63 million 
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Capital allowances and the tax saved thereon £ millions 

Timing Cost/WDV CA Tax 
 

     0 500.00 90.00 18.90 
 1 410.00 73.80 15.50 
 2 336.20 60.52 12.71 
 3 275.68 49.62 10.42 
 4 226.06 

   Sale 
 

(120.00) 
 

106.06 
 

22.27 
 

 
 

Well answered by most students. The project appraisal was to be carried out using NPV analysis and the 
question was designed to give up to ten basic marks, however some errors that many candidates made 
were: incorrect adjustments for inflation and growth; treating the contribution as 60% of sales instead of 
40%; incorrect working capital computations; calculating capital allowances on the value of the land; 
discounting the cash flows at 8% rather than 10%; incorrect continuing value computations; not discounting 
the continuing value; omitting to comment that the market research is a sunk cost and should not be 
included in the NPV analysis. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks  

 
16 
16 

 
(b) 

Sensitivity 
     

   
t1 t2 t3 t4 

Contribution X (1-0.21) 106.37 114.48 123.21 132.60 

Continuing value 
    

1193.40 

   
106.37 114.48 123.21 1326.00 

PV factors at 10% 
 

0.91 0.83 0.75 0.68 

Present Value 
 

97.00 95.00 93.00 906.00 

Total present value 
 

1191.00 
   

       Sensitivity = 
110.58/1191 = 9% 

      

A fall in sales of £336.6 million to: 336.6(1-0.09) = £305.35 million will result in a zero NPV. 
  

There is a 50% chance that sales will be less than £305.35 million. The management of Bluesky will 
have to consider whether it is willing to accept this level of risk. Especially since a competitor is likely to 
enter the market. 
 

 

Many basic errors were made in the sensitivity computations: using sales instead of contribution; omitting 
tax; incorrect application of the formula for sensitivity; no, or little, reference to the probability distribution of 
sales.  

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
7 
5 
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(c) 
 
Underseaworld has already identified a site to launch its operations in the UK, therefore this will increase 
the uncertainty of the Waterworld project revenues. In the circumstances Bluesky might consider waiting to 
start the project until the decision regarding the planning permission that Underseaworld has applied for has 
been made. The real option regarding the decision to delay the start of the Waterworld project is a Timing 
option. 
 
Bluesky could start the project at time zero and has the option to abandon the project should Underseaworld 
commence their project and erodes the profitability of Waterworld. 
 
Bluesky also has the option to continue after four years, this is a Follow-on-option. 
 
Bluesky could expand facilities at the new site, or open new sites, this is a Growth option. 
 
Only 2 need be discussed 
 

It was disappointing to note that in this section many students did not refer to the scenario of the question 
and made no mention of the competitor that might be entering the market.  Students would be well advised 
to ensure that they relate answers to the scenario of the question and not just brain dump everything that 
they know about real options. At this level we do not provide superfluous information in the questions. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
6 
4 

 
(d)  
 
Bluesky has an equity market capitalisation of (£9m/0.10) x £12 = £1,080 million. The Waterworld project 
requires and investment of (£500+£40+£35) = £575 million. This is over half the current market 
capitalisation. Raising this amount of finance might affect the company’s gearing and financial risk. The 
Waterworld project is also a diversification from Bluesky’s current operations, which will affect its business 
systematic risk. 
 
Simply adding a “fudge figure” of 2% to the current WACC of the company is not appropriate and the 
finance director of Bluesky should consider: 
 
1. How to accurately measure the systematic risk of the Bluesky project. This can be achieved by adjusting 

the cost of equity by using an equity beta from a comparable company that reflects the systematic risk of 
the project. However gearing adjustments may have to be made. 

 
2. The size of the Waterworld project may mean that Bluesky’s gearing will materially change and it would 

not be appropriate to use the WACC/NPV project appraisal methodology.  Instead it would be more 
appropriate to appraise the Waterworld project using the Adjusted Present Value model. 

 

Reasonably well answered. However it was disappointing to note that some students suggested that the 
IRR should be used as the discount rate. It was also disappointing that not many students related the size of 
the project to the market capitalisation of the company and the potential implications for the gearing of the 
company and the type of project appraisal technique that could be used. Few students mentioned that the 
project was a diversification and that the systematic risk of the new project should be reflected in the 
discount rate. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
6 
4 
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(e) 
 
Assuming that the UK stock market is semi-strong form efficient and reacts instantaneously to public 
information, when Bluesky makes an announcement in the Stock Market regarding the Waterworld project 
the share price will immediately reflect the new information.   
 
The increase, or decrease, in price will depend on whether the markets have confidence that the project will 
indeed be successful.  
 
Assuming that the markets believe this project will be successful, the share price will increase by: 
(£110.58/90) = 123p per share. Giving a new share price of £12 + £1.23 = £13.23. 
However several factors might mean that the price is below £13.23, the presence of the Underseaworld 
expansion into the UK and the size of the project may make the markets cautious. 

  

Many students adjusted the current share price by the NPV per share of the project. However the 
explanations as to whether the actual share price would equal their figure were varied. Few students 
mentioned the EMH and/or the LSE’s reaction to the public announcement about the project. It was also 
disappointing that, again, few students related their answers to the scenario of the question and mentioned 
the competitor that is likely to come into the market. Also the project was a diversification, which might also 
affect the LSE’s confidence in the future of the company and therefore the share price. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
4 
3 

 
(f)  
 
The suggestion that close family members of the board should buy shares in Bluesky before the 
announcement about the Waterworld project is made is highly unethical, since they will be supplied with 
price sensitive information that has not yet been made public. It is also insider trading and illegal. 

 

This part was well answered by the majority of candidates. However it is a little worrying that some weaker 
candidates thought that as long as the board members did not buy shares themselves, it was acceptable to 
advise family members to buy shares in advance of the public announcement about the project. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
3 
3 
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Question 3 
 
Total Marks: 35 
 

This was a four-part question that tested the candidates’ understanding of the financing options element of 
the syllabus. The scenario was that a company that is planning its expansion over the next two years is 
uncertain about how to raise the finance that will be required. The choice of finance being either a rights 
issue or an issue of debentures. 

(a) 

Forecast Income Statement for the year ended 31 May 2016 
 

  Rights 
 Issue 

  Debenture 
 Issue 

  £’000   £’000 
 

Revenue (£780,000 x 1.15) 897,000  897,000 
Direct costs (see working) 544,920  544,920 
Indirect costs (£225,000 + £12,000) 237,000  237,000 

Operating profits 115,080  115,080 
Interest 4,200  ---------- 
Interest (£4,200 + £75m x 9%) ----------  10,950 

Profit before tax 110,880  104,130 
Taxation 23,285  21,867 

Profit after tax 87,595  82,263 

    
Dividend (declared) 43,798  41,131 

 
Direct costs: (£468,000 - £36,000) x 1.16 + ((£144,000 + £75,000) x 0.20) = £544,920 
 
Forecast Balance Sheet at 31 May 2016 

  Rights 
 Issue 

  Debenture 
 Issue 

 £’000   £’000 
Non-current assets    
Plant and Machinery (NBV)    
(£144,000 + £75,000) x 0.80 175,200  175,200 

Current Assets    
Inventory (£60,000 + £15,000) 75,000  75,000 
Trade receivables (£130,000 x 1.15) 149,500  149,500 
Cash (Balancing figure) 54,095  48,763 

 278,595  273,263 

 453,795  448,463 

Capital and reserves    
50p Ordinary shares (see working) 48,000  40,000 
Share premium 67,000  ----------- 
Retained earnings (£81,000 + £43,797) 124,797  ----------- 
Retained earnings (£81,000 + £41,132) -----------  122,132 

 239,797  162,132 

Non-current liabilities    
7% Debentures at par value  60,000  60,000 
9% Debentures at par value ---------  75,000 

 60,000  135,000 

Current liabilities    
Trade payables (£95,000 x 1.16) 110,200  110,200 
Dividends payable 43,798  41,131 

 153,998  151,331 

 453,795  448,463 

 
Rights Issue: Issue price 586p x 0.80 = 469p. The number of shares to be issued will be: £75m/469p = 
15.99m say 16m. The nominal value is: 16m x 50p = £8m. 
The share premium is £75m - £8m = £67m. 
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The redemption yield of the current 7% debentures is: 
 

Time 
 
Cash flow 

£ 

 
Factors at 

5% 

 
P.V. 

£ 

 
Factors at 

10% 

 
P.V. 

£ 
0 (95) 1.000 (95.000) 1.000 (95.000) 
1 7 0.952 6.664 0.909 6.363 
2 7 0.907 6.349 0.826 5.782 
3 107 0.864 92.448 0.751 80.357 

NPV   10.461  (2.498) 

 
RY = 5 + (10.461/10.561+2.498) x 5 = 9% 
 
The redemption yield and coupon of the new debenture issue at par will therefore be 9%. 

This part of the question was quite well answered with many students presenting reasonable projected 
income statements and balance sheets. Common errors were incorrect calculation of the interest for the 
debenture issue; omission of the existing debt after the debenture issue; incorrect calculation of the nominal 
value of the new shares to be issued for the rights issue; omission of the share premium. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
18 
18 

 
 
(b) i 
 Gearing Interest cover Earnings per share 
 
Current 49.6% (£60/£121)  20.71 (£87/£4.2)  81.8p (£65.412/80) 
After: 
Rights issue 25% (£60/£239.797)  27.4 (£115.08/£4.2)  91.2p (£87.595/96) 
Debenture issue 83% (£135/£162.132) 10.51 (£115.08/£10.95) 102.8p (£82.263/80) 
 
All in £ million. 

 

The examining team were shocked at the inability of students to calculate some basic ratios. Common 
errors were: Ignoring the definition of gearing which was given in the question as debt/equity, instead many 
candidates calculated debt/(debt + equity). Subsequent comparisons with the industry average gearing 
calculated using debt/equity were, therefore, meaningless. In some cases excluding retentions from the 
book value of equity; when calculating interest cover dividing interest into profits after tax, sales or even 
retentions. In some cases inverting the ratio; when calculating EPS using profits after dividends. In some 
cases dividing the profits after tax by the balance sheet value of the equity and not the number of shares in 
issue. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
4.5 
4 

 
 
(b) ii 
 
Financing the expansion with a rights issue: 
The rights issue will result in the issue of a further 16 million ordinary shares which is 20% (16/80) of the 
existing shares in issue. There will be a dilution of control for those shareholders who do not take up their 
rights. Shareholders will be encouraged by the increase in earnings per share from 81.77p to 91.2p.  
 
The gearing ratio by book values after the rights issue and expansion of 25% is a significant reduction in the 
gearing from the present level of 49.6%. Since the industry average gearing is 50% it could be argued that 
Silverdale would be under geared. However this would leave unused debt capacity of £60 million, which 
could be used for further expansion. WACC may be higher than necessary as the company may be away 
from the optimal gearing level. It may be more appropriate to consider market values rather than book 
values for the gearing calculations. 
 
The increase in the interest cover to 27.4 from 20.71 reduces the financial risk. This also points to unused 
debt capacity and is substantially above the average for the industry of 20.  
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Financing the expansion with a debenture issue: 
There will be no control issues with a debenture issue. The increase in the earnings per share to 102.8p 
from 81.77p may encourage the shareholders but might not be reflected in the share price due to the 
increased financial risk of the company. 
  
The gearing ratio by book values after the debenture issue and expansion of 83% is a significant increase in 
the gearing from the present level of 49.6% and the industry average gearing of 50%.  This may have a 
detrimental effect on Silverdale’s share price and also its ability to find institutions willing to invest in the 
debentures. The increase in gearing is likely to reduce the company’s credit rating, which would result in 
investors in the debentures requiring a higher yield to maturity. It may therefore be necessary to issue the 
debentures at a discount, and/or to increase the coupon. Silverdale’s WACC may increase. 
 
The decrease in the interest cover 10.51 from 20.71 is a significant decrease from the current level and is 
substantially below the industry average of 20. This increases the financial risk of the company and is likely 
to have a detrimental affect on the company’s share price and credit rating.  
 
Conclusion 
The rights issue results in what might be regarded as an unacceptably low gearing ratio when compared to 
the industry average. Whereas the debenture issue results in a gearing ratio that likely to be regarded as 
unacceptably more than the industry average. It would be worth the finance director of Silverdale exploring 
the possibility of raising the finance from both a debenture issue and a rights issue in such proportions to 
maintain the company’s current gearing ratio. 
This would also ensure that the interest cover does not fall to unacceptably low levels 
 
(Note: Capital structure theory, M & M, scores zero) 
 

The evaluation of the two potential methods of financing the expansion was very disappointing. When you 
have three sets of ratios and also industry averages the team are left a little puzzled as to how students can 
exclude any numerical analysis in their answers especially since the question had been set to bring out 
marked differences in the ratios under each financing alternative. Also a number of students took the 
opportunity to simply brain dump all they know about Modigliani and Miller’s theory on capital structure, this 
did not achieve any marks as it was irrelevant to the question asked. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
13 
10 

 
 
(b) iii Before the expansion Silverdale has a current ratio of 1.24:1.(£190m/£153m). 
 
The current ratio after the rights issue and expansion would be 1.81:1 (£278.595m/153.998m) for the rights 
issue and also 1.81 (£273.263m/£151.331m) for the debenture issue. This is a significant increase from the 
present level of 1.24:1 and will ensure that the company has sufficient working capital for its expansion 
plans.   
 
The current ratio is now approaching the industry average.  
 
Hence, if Silverdale wishes to maintain a current ratio near to the industry average it will not be able to 
finance further expansion beyond 31 May 2017 from cash surpluses at 31 May 2016.   
 
However if a rights issue is used to finance the expansion to 31 May 2016 there will be spare debt capacity 
that could be used to finance further expansion plans. 

 

Again answers to this part of the question were disappointing, this is simple analysis. The company wishes to 
maintain a current ratio approaching the industry average and, again, it was surprising that many students did 
not take the time to calculate the current ratio under each scenario. It was alarming to note how many 
students thought that retentions equal cash. 

 
Total possible marks 
Maximum full marks 

 
4 
3 

 


